
  Motori zed Projector Lifts 
Complete any executive, industrial, commercial or educational projector installation when you specify a Da-Lift motorized lift. 

Advance Da-Lift motorized projector lifts are designed to raise or lower video projectors weighing up to 300 pounds with the push 

of a button or using a remote control.  

Our newest Advance motorized projector lifts, Da-Lift Pivot 26P and 33P, utilize a tilting feature that is engineered and designed with 

a fi xed pivot point that helps insure proper projector alignment during and after installation.

All Advance Da-Lite motorized projector lifts are manufactured with heavy-duty steel construction using rack and pinion or screw 

drives rather than noisy chain mechanisms associated with other motorized lifts. All Da-Lifts are powder coated for good looks and 

easy maintenance, all models are also available with optional plenum kits.

New from Advance, is the Da-Lift Pivot Motorized Projector Lift

available in white powder coated fi nish and a choice of two sizes.  

The Da-Lift Pivot comes complete with an Advance UPM-1 universal 

projector mount, pre-wired duplex female receptacle and duplex plate, 

internally mounted control switch for installer operation.  The Da-Lift 

Pivot is designed to mount in either suspended or drywall ceilings 

with your choice of infrared or radio frequency remote operation. 

The Da-Lift Pivot Motorized Projector Lift can hold up to 25 pounds.

Available in fi ve sizes and specifi cations, the Da-Lift Motorized 

Projector Lift can handle raise and lower video projectors weighing 

up to 300 pounds.  The Da-Lift is over-engineered to meet the most 

demanding installations, its heavy-duty all metal construction uses 

a rack and pinion system to smooth and quite operation, eliminating 

the need for noisy chain drives.  Easily adjusted to fi t fl ush with 

ceilings, the Da-Lift comes complete with a three position control 

switch and cover plate.   
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